
What is a Cable Assembly Kit?

(Menu G shown)

We 
provide 

component kit:

After more than 60 years of experience, our application engineers have answered thousands  
of technical inquiries. The most common questions involved ways to design or build cable  
assemblies. When we considered how long it took our customers to investigate potential 
parts, get samples, build prototypes, test designs, calculate costs, create drawings,  
and transfer to production it was amazing how big a simple cable assembly  
project could become. 

Simplify the design
   After evaluating hundreds of designs, we set out to create a mass-customized 
approach for building typical cable assemblies. This led to the eight basic Cook Book 
design approaches we call Menus A through H. These eight approaches address 
the vast majority of the design challenges you will face.   

Simplify materials sourcing
   Our engineers evaluated the traditional materials, searched for new products, and  
created some components of their own. We then tested these components in every  
possible combination to insure that they would function reliably together. We then  
packaged these as a kit for your convenience.  

Simplified selection and instructions  
   Using our new family of pre-tested and pre-matched components, 
we reduced the confusion of connector and component selection to  
a few simple selection charts. We also created detailed assembly in-
structions to allow our customers to quickly create cable assemblies. 
The Cook Book then takes you from design to finished assembly 
fast and flawlessly - as simple as baking a cake!    
Bon Appetit!  

 
Chairman, CEO & Head Chef, PEI-Genesis

Steven Fisher

Kits make it easy for you to build cable assemblies

CG Endbell ConnectorCord Grip  
Base

Compression Washers

Shielding SpringDome Nut

You 
provide 
wire:

And assembly 
instructions
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Typical MENU B Overmolded Assembly
Our design team can help!



  Grounding    
 Repairability & Shielding Fluid Protection Cable Types 

 Menu Cable Design
 Type Recipes 

1Optional: see “Grounding Option” in recipe   2 Can be non-environmental, non-potted
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See pages  

39-41

Cable Design 
Recipes

Unshielded with  
Heat Shrink Boot  
or Tubing

EMI/RFI Shielded 
with Heat Shrink  
Boot or Tubing

Grounded with 
Heat Shrink Boot  
or Tubing

Conduit with 
Heat Shrink Boot  
or Tubing

Expando Braided  
Sleeve Protection

EMI/RFI Shielded 
with Cord Grip

➥
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Field Service:  
The connector and 

endbell can be 
disassembled allowing  

users to remove contacts 
and re-wire the assembly.

 

Tamper Resistant:  
The assemblies cannot be 
taken apart and reworked. 
If the cable assembly is  
damaged in the field it 

needs to be replaced.
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EMI/RFI Shielded (Screened):  
High frequency electronic noise can either be radiated 

out or absorbed into a cable assembly. Shielding is a  
conductive layer that prevents noise from either getting 

in or escaping. A key issue for cable assemblies is the  
coverage between the cable and the connector. In our 

Shielded designs we use 360 degree coverage going from 
the shield in the cable to the connector shell and endbell.  

This is suitable for low, medium or high frequency applications.

Environmentally Sealed:   
In these designs the connector, endbell and wire  

protection (or cable jacket) work together to prevent water 
or other fluids from penetrating inside of the assembly.

Single Jacketed Cable:  
These are cables with multiple conductors on the  

inside and an outside jacketing (usually PVC or 
Polyurethane) to protect the wires.  

 

PEI Advice:  
There are three questions 
we usually ask. 
1. Could a mis-wired field  
repair result in damage to 
the electronic system or lead to 
other safety or system problems?

2. Does your warranty depend on 
the integrity of the cable assembly? 

3. Is there potential for you to sell spare or  
replacement cables as an accessory?   
If the answer to any of these is yes, then we recommend 
using a tamper resistant design.  

Multiple Wires or Cables:  
These are designs where several individual 
wires or cables are bundled together.  
 

Non-Standard Mix of Wire Sizes:
These are assemblies that use a wide mix of wires,  
cables, hoses, etc. They pose a challenge because 

of the different sizes and protection needs.

 
PEI Advice:  
Single Jacketed Cables will work with 
any of our design platforms. Menus A, 
B, C, F and G work very well with these. 
Conduit and Expando are great options 
for Multiple Wires or for a Non- 
Standard Mix. Flexible conduit (Menus 
D and H) is recommended for harsh  
environment and heavy duty applications. 
It is a great alternative to custom jacketed 
cables since it can be assembled from off 
the shelf materials. Expando (Menu E) is 
recommended for less demanding  
applications where bundling is needed.

 
Earth Ground to Shell:

Cable assemblies that carry power often need to have all 
conductive surfaces grounded to the cable shield as a 
safety feature. In these designs metal shell connectors 
and endbells need to be connected to the shield of the 
cable. This shield also has to be able to exceed the fuse 
rating for the power circuit. Grounded cables should 

use braided shielding and bayonet style plug connectors 
should use grounding fingered barrels. Foil shielding usually 

cannot handle the current load.

 
PEI Advice:  
It is possible for a cable assembly to 
be both grounded and shielded. 
Our grounded assembly designs 
(Menus C and D) provide shielding 
suitable for low to medium frequency 
applications (<50 MHz). At these 
frequencies the gap between the 
endbell and the cable is small enough 
that electro-magnetic noise isn’t likely 
to pass. 

At higher frequencies we recommend 
adding the 360 degree protection in 
our shielded designs (Menus B  
and G). Remember – shielding 
protects both outgoing and incoming 
noise. When selecting the upper  
shielding protection range it is 
important to consider both.

 
Self Draining:  These assemblies seal 
the rear of the connector where the wire or cable enters  
the endbell. If water gets inside of the wire protection  
it cannot easily penetrate into the connector. The self  
draining feature allows the water to get back out so  
it does not build up inside of the wire protection. 

 

PEI Advice:   
Environmentally sealed designs 
using jacketed cables or plastic 
conduit are more commonly used 
for harsh environment applications. 
Self draining designs can offer  
advantages in cost, weight or 
flexibility if some durability can 
be conceded.  
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8 Cable 
Design 
Menus

The Ingredients 

Use a PEI-Genesis Connector Solutions Guide to choose a connector 
type (step-by-step instructions are in the Guide). Once you have 
chosen a connector series and style, go to that connector series 
section in the Cook Book.

If you wish to build a tamper-proof assembly, follow the instructions 
on the left side of the page (heat shrink & overmold designs)

If you wish to create a field-repairable assembly, follow the instructions 
on the right side of the page (conduit or cord grip designs)

At the back of each section is an “At a Glance” chart to help simplify 
these options

How the Cook Book  
is organized

What type of assembly 
are you creating?  

Start with the 
appropriate Menu 

(A though H). 
Once you have 

selected a menu, 
you will create a kit 

of materials and tools 
that will reliably 
work together.

http://www.peigenesis.com
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Accessories & 
Side Dishes

This section has wire protection 
products, terminals and tools to help 

you complete your design. 
You’ll find even more at:  

www.peigenesis.com/pei-cookbook
Simply click on the 

“Recommended Products” 
link for the most updated list.

Shopping Lists & Tips

In the appendix you’ll find an illustrated 
shopping list and reference tips for 

each menu platform.  
Once you have selected a menu, 

make a copy of the shopping list and 
use it to take notes and list options as 

you go through the Cook Book.  
When you are finished, you will have a 

complete kit with everything
(but the wire) just 48 hours away.

http://www.peigenesis.com/pei-cookbook
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